The InfiniBand Trade Association (IBTA) Integrators’ List

The IBTA Integrators’ List is a compilation of all products that have been tested and accepted by the IBTA as being compliant with the InfiniBand architecture specification. New products are added every spring and fall following IBTA-sponsored Plugfest events. Vendors with products on the list receive access to a special marketing program and logos which may be used in promotional materials and affixed to their cables and devices.

The Integrators’ List is designed to support data center managers, CIOs and other IT professionals with their planned deployment of InfiniBand solutions. The Integrators’ List was started in 2003 and currently contains several hundred InfiniBand-compliant products.

For more information on the IBTA Integrators’ List and to view the latest version, please visit www.infinibandta.org/integratorslist
“Cinch Connectors’ participation in the IBTA Plugfests provides valuable feedback and validation from a third party that our cables are meeting or exceeding the requirements of an InfiniBand link. Further, data obtained by the Compliance and Interoperability Working Group is used to drive continuous improvement to both the InfiniBand specification, as well as validation methods. Cinch is proud to add the IBTA Certified logo to all of our cables that successfully pass the rigorous testing required for the IBTA Integrators’ List.”

Jim McGrath
Cinch Connectors

“The Plugfest provides InfiniBand vendors with an opportunity to show their capabilities and performance against the industry specification. Getting products listed on the IBTA Integrators’ List helps break through the door at the customer end. In many cases, having products listed on the IBTA Integrators’ List is a customer prerequisite; it saves the end user time, resources and money as they consider new deployments.”

Atul Sharma
Director, Product Development
High Speed Products
Volex

“Early interoperability and compliance testing is key to enabling faster adoption of new products to the market. The IBTA compliance package is one of the most impressive in the industry and Mellanox is committed to ongoing improvements to ensure quality InfiniBand products are present on the list.”

Amit Krig
Director of Solution and Validation
Mellanox Technologies

“Samtec is proud to be a member of the Infiniband Trade Association Integrator’s List, as our compliance to these rigorous standards gives our customers the confidence and security they need to include our active optical products as a part of a greater end-to-end solution. Participating in the IBTA Integrator’s List has provided us with invaluable credibility in this market and opened doors for us with new customers and advanced platforms.”

Tom Teal
Advanced Product Development Manager
Samtech
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